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Social and Emotional Development

Social and emotional development is the development of children’s skills that are acquired and 

used in a social setting.  These skills help children physically by learning to play with other 

children.  It can also help them cognitively by broadening their interaction through modeling and 

vicarious learning.  Lastly, it can help them with language by learning to develop their language 

through others.

Bradley was observed participating in associative play, which is when children interact and share 

toys and materials, but there is no specific goal to the play and there is no division of labor.  

Bradley was biking with Jackson sitting in the back cart around the track and eventually was 

chased by Eden (play anecdote).

During the associative play, Bradley was learning the social skills of how to get others to help.  

Bradley called out for someone to grab an item in the sandbox, which qualifies as asking for 

help.  However, the other students did not respond, leaving Bradley to grab the item in the 

sandbox (play anecdote).

Social entry techniques are the social skills a child uses to enter into ongoing play situations.  

When entering into ongoing play situations, Bradley exerts himself into the play usually without 

asking.  Other children do not argue against him being present and he is usually welcome in all 

activities he wants to participate in (undocumented).

Social exit techniques are the social skills a child uses to exit ongoing play situations.  Whenever 

exiting ongoing play, Bradley tends to leave the group without saying he is leaving.  The children 

he was playing with do not say anything to him as he leaves (undocumented).



Bradley shows characteristics of the flitter stage, which is a child who has many interactions, but 

does not stay engaged for long periods of time.  He tends to play with a few students at a time, 

then switches activities with other students (undocumented).

When considering Bradley’s child to child interaction, he and the other students combined 

interacted with six positive interactions, one negative interaction, and two neutral interactions 

(sociogram and table).  This, however, was not a typical day for Bradley.  Normally he interacts 

with more than two students, although the length of the interaction is typical.  

When considering Bradley’s child interaction, he and the teacher combined interacted with 52 

positive interactions, 14 negative interactions, and 13 neutral interactions (sociogram and table).  

This was not a typical day for Bradley because he usually does not interact as much with the 

teachers as he did when he was being observed.  

According to the ABC, Bradley responded to guidance from a teacher relatively slow.  The 

teacher, Stacy, had to ask Bradley more than once to stop putting on his shoes and to go to the 

circle.  He did not follow her instructions until she used a firm voice to help him participate in 

the circle (ABC guidance technique).

Autonomy skills is the child’s ability to independently perform self-help skills.  While being 

observed, Bradley was seen washing his hands, using materials, and engaging in self-selected 

activities all on his own (autonomy rating scale).


